Problem Solving: A Test of Yin-Yang Thinking
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Abstract

Yin-Yang thinking and Western views of thinking have been studied, but researchers have not focused on how to demonstrate Yin-Yang thinking compares to Western thinking. The purpose of this study was to test how Yin-Yang thinking and Western thinking could be demonstrated by selection of Chinese and Western students at a Chinese University. The students were asked to demonstrate their understanding of a piece of paradoxical literature in a timed test. We found Chinese Yin-Yang thinking was compatible with Western critical thinking practices but revealed an ability to develop more encompassing creative solutions to resolving the given paradox. However, the findings in this research are limited to a small selection of participants and further research is needed to test for general applicability. The use of Yin-Yang thinking enhances the development of insightful solutions to problems.
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1. Introduction

Research has suggested that there are cultural and personal barriers to critical and creative thinking and thus thinking in the West may differ from thinking in China. Recently, whereas the Chinese view of Yin-Yang thinking has been studied, researchers have not focused on how to demonstrate Yin-Yang thinking in comparison with Western thinking. In this paper, we explored whether Chinese Yin-Yang thinking and Western critical thinking practices are compatible.

2. Literature Review

The communication of ideas requires cognition (Gu, 2004) and the creation of mental images (Ignatow, 2004) that are developed subconsciously (Cwik, 2011) during normative cognitive development (Leerkes et al., 2008). Human cognition includes both reality and culturally based expressions that embody metaphor and imagination (Ning, 2007) shaped by culture, education, and experience that differs between Western and Chinese cultures (Heffernan et al., 2010; Jin & Dan, 2004; Mok & Morris, 2012; Pearce & Zeng, 2007). Western thinking relies heavily on Aristotelian logic and linear stability; however, Chinese thinking relies heavily on relationships and change (e.g., the Dao; Gou & Dong, 2011).

Sternberg (1998) suggested human intelligence consists of three components: analytical, creative, and practical abilities, but each individual ability is dependent on the method of instruction (e.g., Sternberg & Grigorenko, 2004). Moreover, Sternberg and Grigorenko (2004) noted that there are cultural differences in how an individual solves problems and thus cultural contexts should be taken into account when assessing cognitive processes.

2.1 Critical Thinking

Dewey (1998) reported that critical thinking is the "active, persistent, and careful consideration of a belief or supposed form of knowledge in the light of the grounds which support it and the further conclusions to which it tends" (p. 9). Critical thinking includes attitudes (Glaser, 1941), decisions (Norris & Ennis, 1989), and is the examination of why we hold a belief, and the implication of that belief (Fisher, 2011). Whereas an accepted definition of critical thinking is yet to be determined (Baildon & Sim, 2009; Castle, 2011), Sariolghalam and Noruzi (2010) noted, “All definitions are true and the appropriate one is the one which is most compatible with the researchers' goal” (p. 62).

Whereas a precise definition remains undecided, there is agreement on the salient features of critical thinking
and why critical thinking is associated with greater problem solving skills (Tümkaya, Aybek, & Aldağ, 2009). Critical thinking includes judging the validity and reliability of assumptions and of sources of information, making inferences, using envisioning, and using inductive and deductive logic to generate solutions (Baildon & Sim, 2009; Kirschner, 2011). Fisher (2011) added the identification of relevant elements, clarification and interpretation of ideas, the evaluation of diverse arguments, and the production of arguments. In addition, Cosgrove (2009) added the application of logical inquiry, reasoning, and the ability to participate in critical evaluation.

Critical thinking leads to the production of solutions as well as providing new perspectives on solving problems. However, the presentation of critical thinking as an arranged set of sequential measures fails to recognize how individual elements are interdependent; and that the elements can be complex and ambiguous (Baildon & Sim, 2009; Helsdingen & van Merriënboer, 2011; Saiz & Rivas, 2011). Thus, critical thinking is independent of the context that it occurs, which implies it is impartial, neutral, and apolitical (Baildon & Sim, 2009; Koh, 2002). However, Abubaker (2008) suggested that Chinese education and cultural factors, such as Confucian beliefs on authority and compliance (Tiwari, Avery, & Lai, 2003; Yeh & Chen, 2003) may stifle the development of critical thinking. Therefore, we examined Chinese critical thinking and compared our findings to definitions of critical thinking offered by Dewey (1998), Norris and Ennis (1989), Kirschner (2011), Baildon and Sim (2009), and Fisher (2011).

Critical thinking skills can be learned (Carlson, 2011; Castle, 2011; Crenshaw et al., 2011; Riggs & Hellyer-Riggs, 2010; Saiz & Rivas, 2011), but student learning largely depends on ability, motivation, and social context (Grikorenko & Sternberg, 1997; Pretz, Napoles, & Sternberg (2003). Grigorenko and Sternberg (1997) reported that three additional cognitive styles contributed to success: cognition-centered, personality-centered, and activity-centered. The cognition- and personality-centered approaches are stable, and marked by reflection and sequential actions in thinking. In contrast, activity-centered styles are flexible processes that seek optimal approaches to finding solutions (Grigorenko & Sternberg, 1997).

2.2 Creative Thinking

Creative thinking leads to the production of new paradigms (Wang, 2007). Cheng, Kim, and Hull (2010) noted that creativity and culture interact, and that culture influences the expression of creativity. Culture determines both personal and situational education and thinking styles (Redding, 1980; Sterberg & Grigorenko, 2004; Tse & Altarriba, 2008). Moreover, there are linguistic preferences that stem from these differing perspectives about expressing ideas (Tse & Altarriba, 2008), and small group influences may add additional dimensions to cultural considerations (Eliasoph & Lichterman, 2003). For instance, social norms such as pressures to conform can create barriers to creativity (Perry-Smith & Shalley, 2003; Wang, 2007) Thus, creativity depends on personal and situational contexts, including education (Kuttim, Arvola, & Venesaar, 2009; Kilgour & Koslow, 2009).

2.3 I-Ching

Chinese thinking for millennia has been influenced by the Book of Changes, or I Ching (Fang, 2012; Gibson & McDaniel, 2010; Gou & Dong, 2011; Gu, 2004; Qiao & Chen, 2011; Shaugnessy, 1992). The I Ching explains the dynamic balance between opposites (Gou & Dong; Slot, 2013) and provides visual representations, or schemas, of the tenets of Yin-Yang thinking (Yang, 2006). Thus, the I Ching may influence Chinese perceptions by acting as an augmentation of Aristotelian thought principles (c.f., Ignatow, 2004; Kirschner, 2011)

2.4 Yin-Yang and Paradox

Chinese thinking differs from Western thinking in that Chinese thinking does not accept the Western view of paradox, or “contradictory yet interrelated elements-elements that seem logical in isolation but absurd and irrational when appearing simultaneously” (Lewis, 2000, p. 760). Western views regard a paradox as a problem, whereas in Yin-Yang (i.e., Chinese) thinking contradictions and paradoxes are considered to be a way of life (Fang, 2012).

Recent research has examined Yin-Yang thinking (e.g., Fang, 2012; Jing & Van den Ven, 2014; Li, 2013), and Fang stated that "Yin-Yang captures the Chinese view of paradox as interdependent opposites compared to the Western view of paradox as exclusive opposites" (p. 26). Indeed, a Yin-Yang view is often called dialectical thinking, which refers to the predisposition to accept inherent contradictions; this differs from the Western views of contradiction as “either/or” (Aristotelian logic), “both/or” (Bohr’s complementary principle), or “either/and” (Hegel's dialectic) logic (Li, 2013). A Yin-Yang view holds a “both/and” framework (Fang, 2012, p. 34). Fang (2012) noted that Western views are biased towards absolutes whereas the Yin-Yang view adopts duality by accepting the existence of opposites.
Several studies have compared Chinese and Western students’ thinking styles (e.g., Heffernan et al., 2010; Jones, 2005; Koh, 2002; Liao & Chen, 2009; Pearce & Zeng, 2007; Ryan & Kam, 2007; Türkay et al., 2009; van der Walt, 2010; Yang & Wen, 2004; Yun, 2010). Yet these studies have focused on teaching styles or student-teacher relationships, and no studies have focused on demonstrating how Yin-Yang thinking compares to Western thinking (Liao & Chen, 2009; Liu, 2005; Yang & Wen, 2004).

2.5 A Test of Yin-Yang Thinking

We examined how Yin-Yang thinking may be compared to critical and creative thinking styles in Chinese and Western students. We developed a test that required participants to find a solution to paradoxes that might provide evidence of critical, creative, or Yin-Yang thinking.

The test was time limited as to include possible tacit knowledge (Insch et al., 2008). We considered that critical and creative thinking could be demonstrated by finding one or more solutions in a test paradox, whereas Yin-Yang thinking would be demonstrated by finding a solution that encompassed all paradoxes in the test.

3. Methodology

Chinese and Western postgraduate students attending a Beijing university were selected as participants in this study. The Chinese students were enrolled in English speaking classes and the Western students were enrolled in Chinese studies. The test was administered in 4 groups each of approximately 29 participants. The groups were composed of 66 Chinese post-graduate students and 58 masters-level Western exchange students studying at Beijing University of Technology. The Chinese students came from many parts of China, whereas one group of Western students was from Holland the others came from various Western countries. As graduate students, all participants were considered to have had exposure to critical and creative thinking (Cosgrove, 2009), which is an assumption that may need to be established.

Students’ analysis of a piece of English literature containing contiguous paradoxes was used as the testing instrument. Participants were asked to determine if the literature conveyed a logical message, or if it was a collection of nonsense words.

We used a verse from “The Walrus and the Carpenter” (Carroll, 1872) for the test. Carroll has been the subject of comment by several researchers who examined its use of metaphors, paradoxes, logic, and syntax (e.g., Fry, 1987; Kauffman, 2002; van der Walt, 2010). We considered that the chosen piece of literature met the notion of opposite elements appearing simultaneously (Fang, 2012). The chosen verse reads:

"The time has come," the Walrus said,
To talk of many things:
Of shoes--and ships--and sealing wax--
Of cabbages--and kings--
And why the sea is boiling hot--
And whether pigs have wings.

Because the objects in the verse are diverse, we considered that establishing a relationship between any lines in the verse would demonstrate Aristotelian thinking, whereas developing a coherent scenario that included all the objects mentioned in the verse would demonstrate evidence of Yin-Yang thinking. A five-minute discussion took place during which the concepts of critical and creative thinking were explained.

The test involved presenting the verse on a power point slide. Test participants were told to read the verse and then the test began. The test was timed and the test conductor participated by giving hints at designated times.

The following hypotheses were considered:

H1: Western and Chinese participants respectively would determine, without hints, the rationality of the piece of literature.

H2: Western and Chinese participants respectively would determine, with hints, rationality in parts of the piece of literature.

H3: Western and Chinese participants respectively would determine a scenario encompassing the whole piece of literature.

Five minutes into the test, the participants were asked to record their opinion of the verse as a whole, specifically, if it was sensical or nonsensical (a yes/no answer). After all participants indicated they had recorded their opinions, the hint “Kings eat cabbages” was given; participants were told how volcanic action could heat the sea; finally, they were asked to consider the possibilities of genetic engineering that hypothetically could produce a
pig with wings. Participants were then asked to record if they thought any portion of the verse was sensical or if a comprehensive scenario could be developed (a yes/no answer). Participants who indicated a comprehensive scenario were asked to give a verbal description of it.

4. Results

All students participating in the verbal sessions initially considered the verse nonsensical; therefore, Hypotheses 1 was rejected.

Once the hint “Kings eat cabbages” was added to the list of seemingly unrelated objects in lines three and four, 89% Chinese and 97% Western students created further relationships between ships, shoes, sealing wax, cabbages, and kings. Recognition of these relationships supports Hypotheses 2.

Seven Chinese and two Western students could not grasp the notion of the metaphor implied by a walrus talking. All students accepted that the sea could be boiling hot near volcanic action. However, all students initially rejected the notion that pigs could have wings until making the connection to the possibility of future genetic engineering. Despite the hint about the discovery of life forms in the hot, toxic waters surrounding fumaroles, no student recognized the implication that life could exist elsewhere (such as on other planets) in hot toxic waters. It may be that students did not project possible implications due to a lack of basic knowledge of natural sciences.

The possibility that future science might develop a pig with wings caused amusement but generally no other comments. The inability to consider the implication of pigs having wings may not indicate resolving a paradox, but may reflect the ability to use inferences, envisioning, and deductive logic to arrive at a possible solution. However, two Chinese students in different groups suggested that if the flying pigs could be encouraged to fly into the boiling sea the result would be instant pork or soup (although no cabbages were included in the recipe). This insight provides some corroboration for Wang (2007). However, for line five and six of the verse, Hypotheses 2 was not supported significantly.

We found that four (6%) Chinese students created rational and creative scenarios. Three students explained the verse in terms of national discontent, applying metaphors for failure of social support (e.g., government indifference to poverty as evidenced by eating cabbages and kings wearing shoes while travelling on ships); public outrage (e.g., boiling hot sea); and hopelessness (e.g., when pigs can fly). One student applied engineering principles to the boiling hot sea and flying pigs to establish the concept of a steam powered amphibious ornithopter, capable of transporting a king wearing shoes and consuming state approved (by affixation of a seal) cabbages. Since four Chinese students (and no Western students) presented a coherent scenario, Hypothesis 3 was not supported significantly. The results are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. Summary of results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Issue</th>
<th>Elapsed time</th>
<th>Chinese students (N = 66)</th>
<th>Western students (N = 58)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Verse is nonsensical</td>
<td>0–2</td>
<td>66 (100%)</td>
<td>54 (93%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Able to determine relationships after hints given.</td>
<td>2–22</td>
<td>59 (89%)</td>
<td>56 (97%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Develop a whole-verse scenario</td>
<td>22–52</td>
<td>4 (6%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results indicate that once critical thinking has been established, both Chinese and Western students applied the principles to establish relationships or scenarios between some, but not all, of the elements in the verse. However, some students displayed evidence of creative thinking.

5. Discussion

Westerners consider critical thinking to be an essential element for meeting life’s challenges (Cosgrove, 2009) and Chinese individuals rely heavily on relationships and the nature of change (Gou & Dong, 2011). The results of the test suggested that some (6%) of the Chinese individuals could rely on both during problem solving; however, the same was not observed in Western students, as they did not develop scenarios that encompassed all elements of the verse. We did not determine if western students could develop coherent scenarios if the students were given more time to complete the test.

We could not conclude that critical thinking among Chinese students differed from critical thinking in Western students. We noted that Chinese students appeared to refrain from making inferences, envisioning, and deductive logic to generate solutions; rather, they formed arguments of different kinds. These differences were appeared to be based on relationships such as for example pigs and hot water lead to soup.
We considered that the ability to create scenarios with all of the elements demonstrated Yin-Yang thinking because seemingly individual paradoxical subjects were included in the formulation of a coherent whole. We surmise that the iconography of the I Ching helps provide a visual representation of balances in nature and the creation of schemas, which is a factor in the development of Chinese critical thinking (c.f., Ignatow, 2004; Kirschner, 2011). We induce that the ability to establish overall scenarios for the verse is based (probably in part) on Yin-Yang thinking.

We also considered how group characteristics might affect creative thinking. We reasoned that if critical thinking prompts and feedback influence critical and creative thinking then the source of the prompts and feedback (i.e., small group characteristics) becomes pertinent. Thus, if coherence can structure group thinking it can also can establish receptiveness to creative thinking but may hinder creative thinking if other group considerations such as conformity to group norms are of sufficient importance (Eliasoph & Lichterman, 2003). However, if coherence and conformity to group norms is weak, the relation to creativity will also be weak but may encourage individual creative thinking. Therefore, when conformity is considered a societal objective (as is the case in China), creative thinking could be hindered (Kan, 2010; Wang, 2007).

The test used a piece of Western literature; thus, the responses of the Chinese students may have been influenced by their Chinese cultural experiences. This would appear to have been the case at the beginning of the test. However, the Chinese students extrapolated their understanding once the hints were provided. This result supports those reported by Jones (2005) where Chinese students were exposed to a Western environment and subsequently showed that their critical thinking skills became very similar to their local counterparts (Wang, 2007). Furthermore, Yun (2010) found that most Asian students could adopt effective coping strategies when faced with different cultural environments. However, proposing completely new paradigms are eschewed in favor of following other researchers so as not to deviate too radically from the norm (Wang, 2007). Whereas this limited test indicated differences between the Chinese and Western students’ abilities to resolve a paradox we believe the belief that Western education encourages expression and that Eastern education stresses adherence to models needs to be revisited (Morris & Leung, 2010).

Given that critical, creative, and Yin-Yang thinking can be learned (Carlson, 2011; Crenshaw et al., 2011; Kiitim et al., 2009; Riggs & Hellyer-Riggs, 2010; Saiz & Rivas, 2011), we examined the education systems in China and the West. In the West, critical thinking has been included in the curricula at various levels of education; however, after the establishment of New China, the teaching of Yin-Yang thinking in Mainland Chinese institutions has disappeared from the curricula, particularly during the Cultural Revolution (1966–1976). Moreover, recent research has suggested the Chinese education system entails rote learning and is geared towards social control and prescribed moral judgments (Kan, 2010). For instance, Liao and Chen (2009) found that argumentative writing is taught differently in Chinese (Hong Kong) schools whereby Chinese textbooks appeal highly to historical and moral issues, while English textbooks suggest using Toulmin’s reasoning system. Xiao and Tong (2010) indicated that there has been a recent swing away from the educational emphasis on rationality following the establishment of New China. There is a need to improve students’ ability to apply moral value judgments suggesting that in China the adoption of Western critical and creative thinking is not yet complete. However, in this study, Chinese students were able to extrapolate from the hints; thus, critical and creative thinking were demonstrated. This may suggest that either these abilities are included in the education system or these abilities are subsets of Yin-Yang thinking.

5.1 Future Research

The notion of Yin-Yang thinking suggests several avenues of future investigations related to education, training, and research methods. We could not establish the extent to which Chinese traditional curricula and methods have continued. If the existence of New China has reduced the influence of traditional methods, the origin of traditional thinking in Chinese students requires investigation.

Chinese students exposed to Western thinking may have managed to adapt to Western rationality; however, whether Western students exposed to Chinese thinking can similarly adapt is unknown. One possible avenue for future research is the relationship between the I Ching and thinking styles to determine how one method of thinking influences the other (c.f., critical thinking; Cosgrove, 2009). Chinese educators have long recognized the value of visual presentation, but the use of the I Ching as a model for the presentation of relationships has not yet been adopted in Western education. We did not determine whether Yin-Yang thinking could inhibit the critical thinking process.
5.2 Limitations

The testing used herein falls far short of the rigorous testing methods used by Sternberg and Grigorenko (2004); and further research is required. Furthermore, as noted by Sternberg and Grigorenko (2004), intelligence is culturally dependent and there may be cultural differences between Chinese and Western students’ interpretation of a Western piece of literature. Thus, the finding where Chinese students were able to develop a complete scenario while Western students were not able to do so may be due to cultural differences resulting from Yin-Yang thinking.

The participants in the test represented a small and educated segment of Chinese society and a small segment of Western students, so conclusions cannot be generalized to entire populations. In addition, the responses of the students may have been influenced by other factors. First, proficiency in English among the Chinese students varied, so there may have been language issues that influenced the Chinese students’ understanding and responses. Because English is spoken by the students from the western countries we did not factor in language considerations for these students.

Second, the Chinese students may also have been reluctant to record their opinions due to peer pressure to conform to norms (Wang, 2007). Although the Western students represented a specialized group who benefitted from inter university exchange programs, we did not determine whether their status represented an influencing factor.

Whereas we noted that some students were able to develop coherent scenarios, we were unable to determine if other students might do the same in a different context, such as contexts with no classmates present. Further, we did not examine if Yin-Yang thinking and intelligence might be linked. Sternberg (1998) found that intelligence is in part culturally dependent that is influenced by education and social norms. We also did not examine how education and or cultural norms might influence Yin-Yang thinking.

5.3 Implications

Critical and creative thinking are essential aspects of cognitive research. White (2002) found deficiencies in Chinese research that resulted in a lack of theory development and contribution to conceptual discourse, a finding that was echoed by other researchers (e.g., Cao & Li, 2010; Siu, 2010). Our study indicated that Chinese and Western participants demonstrated similar critical thinking abilities; however, some Chinese participants demonstrated more creative thinking than Western participants.

One implication of our findings is that once Chinese participants understood the principles of critical thinking, their creative thinking appeared to be enhanced due to a Yin-Yang approach (Li, 2012). Indeed, Western readers may encounter difficulties in understanding how creative thinking outcomes were derived perhaps due to a lack of Yin-Yang influence.

White (2002) and Harzing (2006) noted that while most Chinese and Western studies identified behavioral or attitudinal differences between regions, they did not examine the underlying causes these differences (Sternberg and Grigorenko, 2004). Our own experiences as university educators also have noted such differences. Stening and Zhang (2007) noted that educators should be aware of Chinese methodological issues, including an understanding of Chinese culture (Ryan & Kam, 2007; Silver, 2012).

5.4 Conclusions

In this study, we conducted a limited test to determine if Yin-Yang thinking can enhance the production of creative solutions. We found few differences between Chinese and Western participants' ability to use critical thinking; however, we did find that some Chinese participants demonstrated more encompassing creative thinking. Therefore, we suggest that the understanding of Yin-Yang thinking can enhance Western creative abilities, which will provide opportunities in problem solving.
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